Frank dialogue earns industry respect from environmental activists

- 'Green' principles make debut in N.C.

By HAL PHILLIPS

PINEHURST, N.C. — The strength and breadth of relationships forged last year at Pebble Beach will be tested this month when representatives of the golf course industry and environmental movement meet here at the second Golf and the Environment Summit, March 10-12.

This year's attendees will review and, ideally, approve a set of "environmental principles" formulated over the past 12 months by representatives of the golf course industry working with environmental activists. The principles are designed to guide — not necessarily regulate — golf course siting, development and maintenance practices.

"It's important to remember, these principles have been put together by a consortium of people of both sides," explained Ted Horton, vice president of the Environmental Movement by Environmental Activists. "It was a simple case of preaching to the choir."

In terms of PR, has golf turned a corner?
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TIFS may hold $ promise for municipalities

By J. BARRY MOOTES

WYANDOTTE, Mich. — An economic development tool traditionally used by cities to build downtown parking garages and revitalize neglected neighborhoods was used by city officials here to help build a championship-caliber, urban 9-hole golf course and riverfront park.

It's the best route for us to ensure optimum shareholder value," NGP's Chief Financial Officer (CFD), one of the country's largest course management companies, is the latest example of the merger/buyout mania rocking the golf business.
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"We're part of the ongoing consolidation occurring in the industry."
President's Award honors USGA

ORLANDO, Fla. — The U.S. Golf Association (USGA) was presented the 1996 President's Award for Environmental Leadership at the International Golf Course Conference and Show by the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America. The President's Award is presented based on exceptional environmental contributions to the game of golf — contributions that further exemplify the superintendent's image as steward of the land.

"With the serious challenges facing the game today, the entire industry is indebted to the USGA for its commitment to producing hard data regarding the environmental impact of golf and golf course management practices," said GCSAA outgoing President Gary Grigg.

"We're delighted the GCSAA has taken this opportunity to acknowledge the USGA's consistent efforts to promote sound environmental stewardship," said Thomas W. Chisholm, chairman of the USGA Green Section Committee.

High expectations for Summit encore
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resource management at Pebble Beach Co. "Some will say it's too much, and some will say it's not enough. "But there's a restriction to everything we do. We're finding that perhaps the dealing up front, the talking in advance, ends up getting the job done a lot easier — easier than getting solidly behind something and so entrenched that no one can backtrack without losing face, or losing money."

Added Sharon Newsome of the National Wildlife Federation (NWF): "I hope we can use this conference to educate people. Whether or not it's accurate, environmentalists believe that people buy land to build a golf course, then work with the architect to ensure the course does the least damage possible."

"One of our principles says: Before you buy, find out whether there are sensitive wetlands or species that would make it difficult to build."

Other principles deal with subjects ranging from water consumption to course infrastructure, pollution prevention, integrated waste management and use of indigenous plants.

The goal, Newsome said, is equal treatment of these principles by a broad spectrum of interests, i.e. the U.S. Golf Association, NWF, Golf Course Superintendents Association of America and Sierra Club.

In theory, a united front will emerge from the Pinehurst summit. This cross-section of interests will buttress efforts to influence the average golfer, who ultimately drives the industry's development and maintenance practices.

"Sometimes, when a superintendent wants to do the right thing, the marketplace won't let him," said Todd Miller, executive director of the North Carolina Coastal Federation. "We realize there's a lot of interest among elements of the golf industry in doing the right thing. There is enlightened leadership. But there are barriers to overcome."

"I think it's essential that we change the attitudes of golfers who demand certain maintenance practices."

Added Newsome: "One of the most important things golfers can do is re-evaluate the way they look at the golf course. We have to de-emphasize the 'Green Is Better' attitude."

An important outgrowth of last year's Pebble Beach conference was the demystification and debunking of stereotypes. Superintendents discovered environmental activists aren't necessarily radical no-growthers, while folks like Miller and Newsome discovered most supers are genuinely committed to conservation and preservation.

The summit, facilitated by the Salt Lake City-based Center for Resource Management (CRM), will try to further this discovery of common ground.

"We are a little concerned that dialogue would result in more polarization," said the CRM's Paul Parker. "Clearly there are differences in opinion, sometimes sharp ones. We don't want to ignore them; we want to deal with them in ways that are productive."

"Part of this is to educate each other. This process is about dialogue and enlightenment, which helps everyone make better decisions."

"A few years ago," added Newsome, "I got the impression the golf industry thought it best not to talk to environmentalists. That is what has been so great about this process. It has made people realize what good work is already being done on golf courses."

Added Horton, "I really believe that before Ranger Rick writes something down now, he might give us a call."
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